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ABSTRACT
Early and Late ERP Responses to L1 and L2 Emotion Words (August 2021)
Brenda L. Guerrero, B.S., Texas A&M International University:
Chair of Committee: Dr. Anna B. Cieślicka

The thesis aims to explore bilingual emotion word processing. Participants performed a
lexical decision task and decided whether presented letter strings displayed on the computer
screen were legal words or nonwords. Stimuli consisted of positive emotion (i.e., hope), negative
emotion (i.e., sad), and neutral (i.e., umbrella) words, as well as emotion-laden words (e.g.
death, puppy). Reaction time and participant accuracy were collected as behavioral measures. In
addition, participants’ electrophysiological responses were recorded. Specifically, the early
posterior negativity (EPN) and late positive complex (LPC) components were recorded.
Participants’ language dominance was measured using the Bilingual Dominance Scale (BDS)
(Dunn & Fox-Tree, 2007). Bilinguals frequently report that they experience their second
language (L2) to be less emotional than their native language (L1) and that despite knowing the
emotional meaning of L2 words, they do not interpret them the same as words in their L1.
However, previous studies have yielded inconsistent results regarding bilingual individuals’
behavioral and electrophysiological responses to positive and negative emotion words versus
neutral words presented in the bilinguals’ L1 and L2. One possible reason for this discrepancy is
that the status of the language (L1 vs. L2) does not necessarily correspond to a bilingual person’s
dominance, in that one’s L2 can become their dominant language. By controlling for key factors
(e.g., language dominance), we therefore aimed to examine whether it is primarily the status of
the bilingual’s language (L1 vs L2) or language dominance that are more important in predicting
a bilinguals’ response to L1 and L2 emotion word.
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I CHAPTER: EMOTION WORD PROCESSING
Emotion words have long been studied in language processing because of their unique
value in human interaction and communication. Briefly, emotion words can be categorized into
emotion-label words and emotion-laden words. Emotion-label words refer directly to an
emotional state such as happy or angry. On the other hand, emotion-laden words do not directly
refer to an emotion state but elicit an emotion response or activation like puppy or snake. That
emotion response may be positive or negative, which refers to the valence of an emotion word.
The literature on emotion words has pointed to the so-called “emotion effect”, which is a
processing advantage for emotion words, as compared to neutral ones (see, for example, Scott et
al., 2009, for extensive summary). This processing advantage may manifest itself as a faster
reaction time (RT) if the study measures latency of the response to an emotion stimulus or as an
enhanced neural response in electrophysiological studies, which measure brain’s amplitude
following the presentation of an emotion word. This processing advantage for emotion over
neutral words is usually ascribed to the significance those words carry. For example, the
Perceptual Defense Theory (McGinnies, 1949) attributes faster recognition of negative words to
their evolutionary significance and the negativity bias. While there is inconsistency in the
literature regarding whether both negative and positive words are processed differently than
neutral ones, or whether it is predominantly negative words that enjoy a processing advantage,
the picture becomes more complex when another language is added to the mix.
More specifically, bilinguals frequently report that they experience their second language
(L2) to be less emotional than their native language (L1) and that despite knowing the emotional
meaning of L2 words, they do not interpret them the same as in their L1. In line with this
anecdotal evidence, several studies into bilingual emotion word processing have found
attenuated processing for bilinguals’ L2 emotion words, as compared to their L1 emotion words.
__________
This thesis follows the model of Brain & Language
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However, the extant results are far from unanimous. While some studies (Anooshian & Hertel,
1994; Caldwell-Harris, 2014; Harris et al., 2003) have indeed found diminished behavioral and
electrophysiological responses to L2 vs. L1 emotion words, others have failed to produce any
differences (Bernant et al., 2001; Conrad et al., 2012), suggesting that the emotional effect of L2
may not after all be suppressed in the course of bilingual processing. Furthermore, a number of
factors, such as proficiency in the L2 or language dominance (i.e., which language is bilingual
individual feels more comfortable communicating in) have emerged as important in determining
the outcome of bilingual emotion word processing studies (see for example, Harris et al., 2003).
In addition, previous studies employing the Even-Related Potentials (ERP) methodology
to uncover the temporal dynamics of emotion word recognition have also yielded inconclusive
results. Some studies have shown emotion effects in early time windows, suggesting that the
emotion content of the word is available in early stages of word processing and the so-called
early components, such as the P100 and N100 window. However, this finding is not unanimous
either (see Zhang et al., 2014). One component that has been consistently observed during early
emotion word processing is the Early Posterior Negativity (EPN), emerging around 200ms and
reflecting increased attention towards the emotional content of the stimulus word. At later stages
of emotion word processing, a number of components have been identified including, the Late
Positive Complex (LPC), which reflects a higher-level semantic evaluation and integration of the
emotional content. The question raised in the bilingual literature is whether L2 emotion words
can evoke the early EPN response compatible to that elicited by L1 emotion words or whether
the emotional content of L2 words only becomes available at later stages of processing, as
reflected in the LPC potential (see Conrad et al., 2011).
Given the inconsistent results regarding bilingual individuals’ behavioral and
electrophysiological responses to positive and negative emotion words versus neutral words
presented in bilinguals’ L1 and L2, the current study aims to further explore bilingual emotion
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word processing while trying to control for the potentially modulating variables such as language
dominance. Accordingly, in the current study we measure Spanish-English bilinguals’ behavioral
(RT) and electrophysiological (EPN and LPC) responses to English emotion-label and emotionladen words and their Spanish translation equivalents. Results of the study will help address
inconsistencies in previous research, where emotion words are either shown to be processed
differently in the bilinguals’ two languages or processed the same across the two languages.
The following research questions are asked: 1) Are there any differences in the
processing of L1 and L2 words differing in valence (i.e., positive, negative, and neutral)? 2) Will
negativity bias as manifested by faster processing of negative, compared to positive or neutral
words, be observed for both L1 and L2? Alternatively, will L2 exhibit attenuation (smaller)
effects? 3) Will emotion word processing be affected by language dominance more than by the
L1 vs. L2 status? 4) Will emotion L1 vs. L2 word processing manifest already at early
processing stages (EPN component) or emerge only at later processing stages (LPC)?
The structure of this document is as follows. First, in the first chapter, I discuss emotion
word processing in monolingual studies who found that valanced words are processed differently
than neutral words. I review how concepts and meanings can differ between languages: how
they are interpreted and processed differently. I also review bilingual studies that report an
emotionality advantage in L1 (Caldwell-Harris, 2014; Harris, 2003; Palvenko, 2012), however
inconsistent results are reviewed as well as other influencing variables such as language
dominance.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the ERPs. Here, I discuss the ERP components that
are reported for emotion word processing, specifically, I review the EPN and LPC components.
Studies on EPN and LPC are discussed including inconsistent findings for larger LPC in both
positive and negative words. I also discuss how language dominance may be an indicator of
differential processing in L1 vs. L2 emotion words.
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Finally, Chapter 3 describes the study into bilingual emotion word processing using
behavioral measures (RTs) and electrophysiological measures (EPN and LPC components) as
indicators of language processing.

1.1 Theories of Emotion Word Processing
Several theoretical models of emotion have been proposed including hierarchical models,
which describe emotions as primary or secondary (basic, non-basic) (El-Dakhs & Altarriba,
2019). Appraisal models have also been suggested, which explain the elicitation and
differentiation of emotions based primarily on the relationship between individuals and their
environment (El-Dakhs & Altarriba, 2019). One of the most well-known theories of emotions is
the dimensional model, which differentiates emotions based on dimensional parameters (ElDakhs & Altarriba, 2019). For example, Russel (2003) proposed a two-dimensional framework
that separates emotions based on pleasantness (pleasure/displeasure) and activation (arousal/nonarousal) (El-Dakhs & Altarriba, 2019). The first dimension is emotional valence, which
describes the extent to which an affect is pleasant or unpleasant, and therefore elicits an
appetitive or defensive response (Citron, 2012). The second dimension, arousal, is described to
refer to the degree of the activation of an affect; for example, how exciting/intense or calming
the affect is (Citron, 2012). This framework assesses emotions in terms of relevance, causing a
feeling of either pleasure/displeasure and of arousal/non-arousal before being situated in the twodimensional space (El-Dakhs & Altarriba, 2019). For instance, the emotion “happiness” can be
experienced as highly pleasant with the feeling of moderate activation (El-Dakhs & Altarriba,
2019). The same feelings can be experienced when reading highly pleasant/unpleasant words.
Perceptual defense theory developed by McGinnies (1949) states that the process of
perceptual defense is designed to delay the greater anxiety that accompanies actual recognition
of the stimulus. It is apparently based upon conditioned avoidance of unpleasant or dangerous
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stimuli as in early life, words like “whore” and “bitch” would generally result in punishment.
This conditioned emotional pattern to taboo words, despite regular use in later life, persists as
was revealed by galvanic skin response (GSR; McGinnies, 1949). This study successfully
measured emotional, or automatic, reactivity to verbal symbols and found that emotionality is
significantly greater during pre-cognition of critical (i.e., kotex, filth, bitch) than neutral (i.e.,
apple, dance, glass) words.
Closely related to the perceptual defense theory is the mobilization-minimization
hypothesis. This hypothesis stipulates that negative (adverse or threatening) events evoke a rapid
physiological, cognitive, and emotional response, and this mobilization of the organism is
followed by physiological, cognitive, and behavioral responses that minimize, and even erase the
impact of the event (Taylor, 1991). This mobilization-minimization appears to be stronger for
negative events than for neutral or positive events.
How we process emotion words is an important issue in word recognition that has
received much attention. Extensive research (Citron, 2012; Lang et al., 1997) on emotional
processing has converged on the necessity to distinguish between emotion and emotion-laden
words. Emotion words can express an emotional state (angry, happy). In turn, emotion-laden
words do not refer directly to emotions, but instead express or elicit emotions (hope, lost)
(Pavlenko, 2008).
Altarriba and Basnight-Brown (2010) explored the processing of emotion vs. emotionladen words in English and Spanish using the Affective Simon Task. The task was administered
to English-speaking monolinguals and Spanish-English bilinguals to ascertain the extent to
which valence (positive, negative) and emotionality are automatically processed when reading a
word. Participants classified words in terms of valence, or based on color (blue or green) via a
key press. Words were either emotion words or emotion-laden words, and bilinguals were
presented with words in both Spanish and English. Significant congruency effects were found for
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both positive valence and negative valence words. Furthermore, an important point in this study
was that the two types of emotional concepts examined (i.e., emotion words vs. emotion-laden
words) yielded different results, even when controlling for arousal and lexical traits, although the
reason for this difference in behavior is not clear (Altarriba & Basnight-Brown, 2010).
Interestingly, Altarriba and Basnight-Brown (2010) found that the Affective Simon Effect was
less pronounced for emotion-laden words for monolingual speakers, although the effect appeared
for both positive and negative items. This indicates that while emotion-laden words carry
emotional components, they may not be as pronounced as words that label an emotion.
Therefore, emotion-laden words may be a “mediated” concept through which individuals may
elicit an emotion based on past experiences with emotion-laden words (Altarriba & BasnightBrown, 2010).

1.2 Emotion Word Processing in Bilinguals
The major goal of research in emotion word processing is to investigate whether
bilinguals process emotion words differently than monolinguals. Monolingual studies have
highlighted the fact that emotion words are processed differently than neutral words. Therefore,
it has been hypothesized that emotion words would be processed somewhat differently than
neutral words in bilinguals’ L1 and L2. Pavlenko (2008) addresses how emotion concepts might
differ between languages and thus incur processing differences. For instance, studies in
linguistics show that languages differ in terms of whether they have lexical equivalents for
emotions in different languages, which implies that it may be harder to discuss emotions in a
unified category (Pavlenko, 2008). Emotion concepts provide a useful framework for these
differences in experience that involve casual antecedents, appraisals, physiological reactions,
consequences, and means of regulation and display.
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Pavlenko (2008) discusses the possible relation in the mental lexicon between L1 and L2
emotion words. The first locus of difference are causal antecedents of emotion where these
differences are found in judgments made about what causes emotions. In some cultures,
emotions are seen to be generated by external events, while in others they are believed to be
generated by gods, internal organs, or other people. For example, the Russian word for
“jealousy” (revnost) may be caused by one’s partner flirting with someone else. In English
however, “jealousy” may be caused by these antecedents and also by someone’s good fortune for
winning the lottery, where in Russian, the latter antecedents cause exclusively “envy” (zavist)
(Pavlenko, 2008). Therefore, different cultures may differ in their views on what causes a
particular emotion.
Another locus of difference suggested in Pavlenko’s (2008) framework are appraisals,
which refer to the evaluations of emotion-causing experiences and of their consequence. For
example, signs of one’s dependence may be interpreted as a positive expression of amae (a
feeling of dependence to someone) by Japanese; the same behaviors may be shameful and
childish among westerners. Furthermore, even emotions themselves may be appraised
differently. For example, “envy” is seen negatively by English-speakers, but its Chinese
translation xian mu (a feeling of admiration for someone who has something you want), is
perceived more favorably (Pavlenko, 2008). Not only are some emotion words interpreted
differently, but the reception of those emotions may also differ between cultures.
Moving on to the next locus, physiological reactions point to differences in somatic states
associated with specific emotions (Pavlenko, 2008). In other words, some emotion words are
marked by physiological factors that differ between cultures. This is the case with Greek emotion
stenahoria (discomfort/sadness/suffocation) usually accompanied by a feeling of not being able
to breathe and not having enough space; these feelings are not experienced by those who feel
“frustrated,” “sad,” or “uncomfortable” (Pavlenko, 2008).
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Lastly, differences have been found in consequences and means of emotion regulation
and display. For instance, Japanese speakers’ expressions of anger are inhibited toward other
people and emphasis on emotion control is important (Pavlenko, 2008). Speakers of Israeli
Hebrew and Samoans, on the other hand, emphasize self-assertion and view anger as an
important aspect of being a young male. Therefore, what constitutes an appropriate display of
anger (i.e., verbal argument) and what is considered a transgression will differ in these speech
communities. Models of bilingual representation and processing should address conceptual
incongruities across languages and the possibility that L1 and L2 translation equivalents may be
partially overlapping. Pavlenko (2008) provides an outline that distinguishes between seven
conceptual processes in the bilingual lexicon: co-existence, L1 transfer, internalization of new
concepts, restructuring, convergence, shift, and attrition.
Co-existence of concepts between two languages is common in the lexicons of bicultural
bilinguals whose structures are akin to monolingual speakers of different languages (Pavlenko,
2008). The evidence supporting the co-existence of emotion concepts comes from studies with
Russian-English bilinguals where they categorized emotion-eliciting situations in each language
(Pavlenko, 2008). Another important concept is the L1 conceptual transfer, which is the reliance
on concepts learned in L1 when using a language learned later in life. This transfer occurs in the
lexicons of beginning and intermediate L2 (i.e., second/foreign language) learners who have not
had the opportunity to develop social experiences in their L2 context. In some instances, this
overlap could cause a positive transfer where similar concepts in both languages refer to the
same thing.
Evidence of conceptual transfer comes from a study conducted by Pavlenko and Driagina
(2007) with advanced American learners of Russian. The researchers found that in a variety of
tasks, these learners used copula verbs byt “be” and stanovist’sia “become” with emotion
adjectives in contexts where L1 Russian speakers would use emotion verbs. These cases suggest
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that in discussing emotions in Russian, participants pull from their dominant L1 emotion
concepts as states and have not internalized the representation of emotions as a process
(Pavlenko, 2008). The internalization of new concepts happens in cases where a new language
has concepts that are not encoded in the other language of the learner, and where L2 learners are
socialized into the L2 community. An example of such cases is reflected in the study conducted
by Panayiotou (2004). The study provides evidence of internalization with Greek-English
bilinguals who internalized the notion of “frustration” from English and code-switching (i.e.,
switching from one language to another) to refer to it, even when speaking Greek, as in the
following example “Imoun polla frustrated me tin katastasi” (I was very frustrated with the
situation, p.8). The participants made metalinguistic comments that suggested this was a novel
concept for them, and not one that piggy banks on another source of knowledge.
However, internalization does not always occur in L2 learning. Pavlenko and Driagina
(2007) found that American learners of Russian are aware of the core meaning of the languagespecific Russian emotion verb “perezhivat” (to experience things keenly/ to worry/ to suffer
through things), but did not employ this verb in the narrative tasks the way that Russian
monolinguals do. This suggests that the learners have not formed a unified conceptual category
that would allow them to identify this emotion verb, and to structure their narratives around it. In
the case of partially overlapping concepts, L2 users may exhibit conceptual restructuring, where
previous existing L1 based concepts have been modified but do not approximate the target
(Pavlenko, 2008). Evidence of restructuring is observed during the performance of RussianEnglish bilinguals who grouped situations eliciting jealousy and the ones eliciting envy as the
same type of situation, whereas Russian monolinguals would have separated the two types
(Pavlenko, 2008).
The next conceptual process in the bilingual lexicon is conceptual convergence.
Conceptual convergence occurs in the lexicons of bilinguals who have partially overlapping
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concepts and may create a unitary concept or categories that monolingual speakers have encoded
distinctly in their respective languages. This effect is most seen in the lexicon of bilinguals who
communicate with bicultural bilinguals. Lastly, conceptual shift happens in the lexicon of L2
users residing in the L2 context, whose mental representations have shifted to an L2 based
context (Palvenko, 2008). In other words, concepts will shift in the lexicon of L2 users as they
gain experience in the L2 context.
An emotionality advantage for L1 has been observed using diverse techniques as
discussed in Pavlenko’s (2008) comprehensive paper. For instance, a study using a variety of L1L2 pairings advertising slogans showed that the slogans were judged to be more emotional when
they appeared in the participants’ native language than in their L2 (Caldwell-Harris, 2014).
Anooshian and Hertel (1994) studied Spanish-English bilinguals who became fluent in L2 after
the age of 8. Participants rated 18 emotional and 18 neutral words for pronunciation, implied
activity, or emotionality. During a free recall test, participants were able to recall more emotional
than neutral words, but only for words presented in L1. The authors found emotion-memory
effects for L1, but not for L2 words among Spanish-English bilinguals. According to the authors,
this suggests that emotion provides a basis for specificity in bilingual memory. Further research
by Colbeck and Bowers (2012) compared emotion word processing in native Chinese speakers
and native English speakers using an attentional blink task. The attentional blink task presents
neutral and taboo/sexual terms using a rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) technique, which
presents stimuli rapidly for 600ms followed by a distractor. English L1 speakers showed a strong
blink effect after presented with a taboo distractor, while L1 Chinese speakers of L2 English
showed a blink reduced in size. This suggests that Chinese speakers of English were able to
ignore the taboo distractor easier than native English speakers (Caldwell-Harris, 2014). This also
suggests that native speakers are more sensitive to emotion words in their native language.
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Bilingual individuals have reported preferring to talk about sensitive topics in their L2
rather than their L1 because it provides distance from the topic. Bond and Lai (1986) postulate
that second languages are typically mastered in an emotionally more neutral setting than first
languages. Therefore, less arousal will be expected in L2 words and it should be relatively easier
to discuss embarrassing topics in L2 rather than L1. To test this assumption, Bond and Lai
(1986) interviewed Cantonese and English-speaking undergraduates and asked them about
embarrassing topics, such as sexual attitudes of Chinese and Westerners and personally
embarrassing episodes. Most subjects chose to discuss the topics at greater length in their L2,
suggesting that code-switching may serve as a distancing function, hence allowing them to
express ideas that would otherwise be difficult in their L1.
Comparable studies have been conducted to explore the emotion effects of writing in L2.
For example, Clachar (1999) investigated the effect of emotion on L2 writing behaviors. The
study was motivated by the fact that neurological structures in the brain, such as the amygdala,
are responsible for emotional computations. The amygdala is part of the limbic system projecting
to and from the neocortex and hippocampus to mediate information and memory processing
associated with the significance of an emotional stimulus. This study examined whether
information and memory processing associated with an emotional topic would lead to distinct
behavioral processes in L2 writing (Clachar, 1999). Each person was assigned two writing tasks:
one essay written on an emotional topic and the other on a non-emotional topic while their
thoughts were recorded during the production of the two essays. Clachar (1999) hypothesized
that L2 writers would have to make several processing decisions simultaneously in the short and
long-term memory during the task, which would constrain higher-level processing such as
appropriateness of content and expression of a message to an audience (i.e., discourse processing
at the pragmatic level). Therefore, it can also affect appropriateness of rhetorical choices (i.e.,
processing at the pragmatic level), and it can affect lower-level processing (i.e., discourse
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processing at the lexicomorphosyntactic level). The results showed that the emotional topic
motivated students to focus on the lower lexicomorphosyntactic level of discourse processing
during planning and composing, but later led them to attend to higher pragmatic and textual
levels during revision (Clachar, 1999). This is in line with Flower and Hayes’ (1981) claim that
idea-generation in writing is affected by the writer’s long-term memory as well as by the
information presented at the time of retrieval. Therefore, the experience of emotion such as anger
when writing about an emotional topic would require that the emotional stimulus be processed
subjectively (Clachar, 1999). Participants writing about an emotional issue may pay more
attention to lexical choices (e.g., how closely words portray intended meaning, how the word
strikes the writer's aesthetic) than when writing about a non-emotional topic (Clachar, 1999). In
addition to investigating differential expression of bilingual emotion in writing, several studies
have investigated psychophysiological reactions to L1 and L2 emotion words. These studies will
be discussed next.
Harris et al. (2003) explored the possibility that the difference between L1 and L2 has
psychophysiological components. Specifically, they hypothesized that taboo (i.e., negative)
words in a native language would elicit stronger skin conductance responses than similar taboo
words learned later in life in an L2. They further hypothesized that emotional expressions
learned early in life (such as reprimands) would elicit greater physiological responses, whether
language users were fully aware of them or not. Harris et al., (2003) measured the emotional
impact of words through electrodermal monitoring (the psychophysiological technique that
records skin conductance responses, also known as the galvanic skin response). The goal of the
study was to determine if electrodermal recording would demonstrate that words with equivalent
semantic content in L1 and L2 would generate different degrees of autonomic reactivity.
Researchers have used taboo words and emotions terms because processing taboo words is
believed to activate the amygdala, which is involved in emotion processing. They studied native
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Turkish speakers who were all late learners of English acquiring the language after 12 years of
age. Participants read on a computer screen or heard via the computer speaker a variety of word
types in Turkish (L1) and English (L2), while their skin conductance response was monitored via
fingertip electrodes. A 2x2x5 within subjects design was used with Latin-squares crossing: two
levels of language (English vs. Turkish), two levels of modality (auditory vs. visual
presentation), and five categories of stimuli: 16 neutral (door), 16 positive (bride, joy), 16
aversive (disease, kill), 9 taboo (asshole, breast), and 7 reprimands that are commonly used with
children (Don’t do that!). The results showed a significant difference for reprimands in L1 vs.
L2, such that reprimands in Turkish (L1) elicited stronger skin conductance response than
reprimands in English. The authors found the greatest reactivity to taboo words in both
languages, which was in line with prior monolingual studies that showed strong automatic
responses to taboo words. Language dominance emerged as a major factor determining
reactivity, suggesting that L1 is not necessarily a more emotional language in the cases where L2
becomes more dominant (Harris et al., 2003). Research into emotional word processing has been
also carried out with the use of ERP methodology, which will be reviewed in the following
chapter.
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II CHAPTER: EVENT-RELATED POTENTIAL (ERPS) AND EMOTION WORD
PROCESSING
The recording of event-related brain potentials (ERPs) has been the preferred method to
examine emotion word processing. ERPs are scalp-recorded changes in electrical activity that
occur in response to a sensory, cognitive, or motor event (Osterhout et al., 1997). Topographical
features of the ERPs are referred to as components and can be described in terms of polarity
(positive or negative), amplitude, onset, peak latency, and scalp distribution. ERPs provide a
millisecond-by-millisecond record of the electrical activity that occurs in the brain during the
process of interest. ERPs can be recorded without the participant having to make a conscious
judgement, and they also offer the prospect of tying cognitive models of language processing
more closely to their biological substrates. Here we will briefly describe the components usually
associated with emotion word processing and will focus mainly on two ERP components
relevant for the current study, namely, the early posterior negativity (EPN) and the late positive
complex (LPC).
To start with, the P100 component is a positive-going, peaking at 100ms after stimulus
onset and mostly detected at occipital sites. It has been shown to be sensitive to stimulus arousal
and valence (Hofman et al., 2009; Sass et al., 2010). Larger P100 has been reported for fearful
(not happy) faces in high- compared to low- trait anxious participants (Kok, 1990). Next, P300 is
an index of attentional and contextual updating sensitive to arousal effects related to attention
activation and information processing (Kok, 1990). P300 has been shown to be affected by the
degree of difficulty of the task, properties of the stimulus, stimulus-probability structure,
information content, and emotionality. Emotionally salient stimuli and those with high
informative feedback elicit lager P300s than stimuli lacking these characteristics (Picton, 1992;
Sommer et al., 1998; Verleger, 1988).
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The N100 component is a negative-going potential peaking around 100ms after the
stimulus presentation. N100 has been marked as an index of attentional processes (Harter &
Aine, 1984). It can also be elicited by unpredictable stimulus in the absence of task demands and
it is sensitive to lexical effects (e.g., word frequency, contextual predictability; Hauk & Hauk &
Pulvermuller, 2004; Sereno et al., 1998, 2003).
The next well-researched negative component is N400, which is known as an index of
semantic processes and linguistic expectation. Its size depends on several factors such as: word
frequency, repetition, word correctness, number of word’s orthographic neighbors, semantic
relatedness, sentence position, and contextual expectancy. Negative words have also been shown
to elicit a larger N400 effect than emotionally neutral words, suggesting that negative words are
difficult to integrate semantically relative to neutral words (Holt et al., 2005).

2.1 EPN
The early posterior negativity has a time window of 200-300ms and represents the initial
differentiation between high arousal (positive and negative) and neutral words (Kissler et al.,
2009). High arousal or positive words compared to neutral ones, produce an increase in the EPN
at the occipito-temporal electrode sites (Schacht & Sommer, 2009). The EPN for a word with
emotional valence is interpreted as an attention shift toward words with apparent emotional
relevance at early processing stages (Kissler et al., 2007). Studies into the auditory domain have
also investigated the EPN component to localize the neural generators of the auditory EPN using
EEG-fMRI (Electroencephalography, Functional Magnetic Resonance; Jaspers-Fayer et al.,
2012). The data was collected from 19 participants who completed three auditory choice
reactions tasks: a control using neutral tones, an emotion task categorizing syllables, and a
semantic emotion task categorizing words. Results showed the occurrence of an auditory EPN
(252 ms-392 ms) in both the emotional syllables and emotional word tasks (Jaspers-Fayer et al.,
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2012). The EPN was found to relate to activity in the superior parietal lobule (SPL) in the singletrial EEG-fMRI coupling analyses (Jaspers-Fayer et al., 2012). The fMRI literature suggests that
SPL is associated with the control of selective attention to auditory stimuli (Pugh et al., 1996),
which supports the interpretation of the EPN in ERP literature as an index of selective attention
to emotional content (Schupp et al., 2003; Jaspers-Fayer et al., 2012).

2.2 LPC
LPC usually peaks around 500-700ms at the central sites and is modulated by valence of
stimulus, reflecting the intricate processing of emotional stimuli (Citron, 2012; Zhang et al.,
2014). Previous work has revealed that positive words elicit a larger LPC amplitude in
comparison to neutral words and negative words (Herbert et al., 2008; Kissler et al., 2009; Zhang
et al., 2014); however; other research has yielded contradictory findings showing that negative
words induced a larger LPC than positive and neutral words (Bernant et al., 2001; Kanske &
Kotz, 2007). These inconsistent findings may have resulted from different factors such as task
demands, materials, or individual differences (Citron, 2012). Despite the controversy in the
literature, LPC is generally considered to be susceptible to the valence of emotion words (Citron,
2012). The next section discusses ERP studies into emotion word processing in monolingual
speakers.

2.3 ERP Studies into Monolingual Emotion Word Processing
Studies on emotion word processing have focused on the suggestion that there are
differences between positive, negative, and neutral stimuli (Citron, 2012; Scott et al., 2009).
Several theoretical accounts have been developed to explain those processing differences. For
example, McGinnies’ (1949) perceptual defense theory refers to the patterned conditioned
emotional response brought about by parental consequences of using taboo (i.e., negative) words.
This patterned emotional response may be considered one of fear or anxiety aroused by sexual,
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excretory, or unpleasant connotations (McGinnies, 1949). Despite the frequent use of these taboo
words in later life, the early emotional reactions are still evident. These conditioned emotional
responses to taboo (i.e., negative) words can explain why individuals would respond differently
in comparison to neutral words. This emotional response to negative words may also suggest that
the emotional tone of a word can affect how the word is processed.
To further investigate emotion word processing, Scott et al. (2009) used controlled sets
of low and high frequency, positive, negative, and neutral words and presented them randomly in
a lexical decision task. The goal was to clearly establish the early temporal dynamics of emotion
word processing by anchoring them to frequency. The behavioral results showed significant
effects for emotion, which was modulated by frequency, hence indicating an interaction between
emotion and frequency. Previous research has indicated a sensitivity to lexical processing in the
N100 component of ERPs, which was mirrored by a significant emotion by frequency interaction
(Scott et al., 2009). Several other components were examined including the P100 window (80120ms), EPN (200-300ms), and P300 (300-450ms). The ERP data supported an early
identification of the emotional tone of words leading to differential processing.
Kanske and Kotz (2007) conducted two experiments in which they examined the effects
of concreteness and emotionality on visual word processing using concrete (e.g., apple, table) or
abstract words (e.g., idea, status). The stimuli were positive, negative, and neutral words, as well
as pseudowords, which were presented to participants in a hemifield lexical decision task. Visual
hemifield presentation is a method used to assess hemispheric lateralization of cognitive
functions (Kanske & Kotz, 2007). In the first experiment, results showed a main effect of
emotion and hemifield for the P200 mean amplitude, and late N400, where concrete words
elicited larger amplitudes than abstract words. In addition, the main effect of emotion was
observed. Concreteness of a word affected the N400 and the LPC (Kanske & Kotz, 2007). The
N400 represents greater semantic activation, whereas the LPC effect may have resulted from
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mental imagery activated by concrete words (Kanske & Kotz, 2007). Experiment 2 was
performed with a go/no-go task where words were presented to participants who were asked to
press the button only for pseudowords. Emotionality and concreteness were found to interact in
the LPC time window, although they modulated the N400 independently. The LPC amplitude
was larger for abstract than for concrete words. The authors also observed a significant main
effect of emotion, with larger LPC amplitudes for negative and positive than neutral words.
Fischler and Bradley (2006) studied the effects of emotionality of single words and
simple phrases on event-related potentials when presented with different tasks. In these tasks,
150 words were drawn from ANEW (i.e., a database that provides a set of normative emotional
ratings for a large number of words in the English language), which included: pleasant higharousal words (passion), unpleasant high-arousal words (vomit), pleasant low-arousal words
(bunny), unpleasant low-arousal words (ugly), and neutral low-arousal words (rattle). Similar
studies presenting emotionally arousing language have elicited a late positive-going, frontalcentral shift (300-600ms post-onset) in the ERPs (Fischler & Bradley, 2006). In other words,
pleasant and unpleasant words or phrases are similar in their neuroelectric profiles and they
rarely differ. The emotionality effect can be heightened in both amplitude and latency when the
emotional context is related to the task, but it has also been observed in semantically engaging
tasks such as passages or word problems (Fischler & Bradely, 2006). However, it can also be
attenuated or eliminated when the task does not have semantic evaluation (e.g., lexical decisions
to words or orthographic judgments to spelling patterns) or when the comprehension of phrases
requires the incorporation of connotative meaning of several words (e.g., compare dead puppy
and dead tyrant). According to Fischler and Bradely (2006), these studies suggest that the
emotionality of the written language has an impact on ERPs, which can be modulated by
different tasks demands as well as context in which the affective stimulus occurs.
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In another ERP study examining emotion word processing, Bernant et al. (2001) provide
evidence for the possibility that the unconscious processing of emotion words can influence
conscious processing. The purpose of the study was to demonstrate that ERPs are sensitive to the
affective valence of a stimulus. Subliminal presentations of a stimulus are used for demonstrating
that unconscious processing can influence conscious processes and that it operates differently
from conscious processes (supraliminal; Bernant et al., 2001). Subliminal presentation of the
words included the stimulus set which was presented in a 1ms duration (unmasked subliminal
condition). In turn, the supraliminal condition included presentation of the stimulus words at
40ms. Results showed unpleasant words elicited a greater positive amplitude in both durations,
as opposed to pleasant words. The ERP components (P100, N100, P200, P300, and a late
positive potential; LP) were measured at six location sites (F3, F4, P300, CzPz, Oz; Bernant et
al., 2001). There was a difference in ERP components elicited by pleasant and unpleasant words
in the left hemisphere across all the measured components. Supraliminal processes showed
similar differences for early components (P1 and N1), but bilateral differences in late
components (P300 and LP). The authors concluded that activity in the P200 time window was
related to the bifurcation between supraliminal and subliminal affective responses (Bernant et al.,
2001). Additionally, it has been suggested by Holt et al. (2005) that negative words elicit a larger
N400 as opposed to emotionally neutral words and therefore are difficult to integrate
semantically.
The next study sought to clarify the role of different ERP components as a marker of the
processing of emotions. Schapkin et al. (2000) explored the effect of emotional connotation of
words on hemispheric lateralization. The right hemisphere hypothesis stipulates that emotional
stimuli are perceived more efficiently by the right hemisphere than by the left (Smith & BulmanFleming, 2005). ERPs were recorded while presenting unilaterally positive, negative, and neutral
words that were categorized according to their emotional connotation. Their results showed the
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P200 amplitude was larger to positive than negative words, while the P300 amplitude was larger
to positive than neutral ones (Schapkin et al., 2000). A slow positive wave (SPW) was observed
in reaction to word's emotionality at posterior vs. anterior sites. The N100 component was found
to be larger in the left hemisphere in response to contralaterally presented words. Additionally,
the P200 and P300 components were larger over the left hemisphere, whereas the N30000 and
N400 components were larger over the right hemisphere when presented to ipsilateral
stimulation (Schapkin et al., 2000). Those results show support for the hypotheses regarding the
functional role of positive ERP components in the processing of an affective word’s connotation:
the P200 amplitude reflects general emotional significance, the P300 reflects a task-related
decision, and the SPW another decision control in the individual emotional experience.
However, neither the ‘right hemisphere hypothesis’ nor lateralization of the processing of
emotions were confirmed in their study (Schapkin et al., 2000). The authors suggested that each
hemisphere exerted its own effect through different stages of task processing, which may cause
an alteration of the hemispheric supremacy. To sum up, studies into monolingual emotion word
processing generally indicate that high arousal emotion words lead to differential processing of
that emotion word. The next section discusses ERP studies into the processing of emotion words
by bilinguals.

2.4 ERP Studies into Bilingual Emotion Word Processing
Studies into bilingual emotion word processing generally find differences between positive
vs. negative vs. neutral words. Chen et al. (2015) conducted an emotion word processing study
with Chinese-English bilinguals collecting both ERP and fMRI imaging data. Participants were
presented with 180 words of different valence (positive, negative, and neutral words) as they
performed a lexical decision task. To analyze early emotional effect, the EPN component was
observed at posterior cites (P7/8, POz, PO3/4, PO7/8, Oz, and O1/2). The LPC effect, which is
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most robust at the centro-parietal sites (Pz, P1/2, P300/4, PO3/4, CPz, and POz), was also selected
for the analysis. Results showed an increased positive word advantage in L1, such that responses
were faster and more accurate in comparison to negative and neutral words. It was also observed
that L2 emotion words obtained higher accuracies than neutral words (Chen et al., 2015). The ERP
data showed that positive words elicited a larger EPN and a smaller LPC than neutral words in L1.
Additionally, a reduced N400 component was reported in L2 for positive words compared to
neutral words. The fMRI data showed a reduced activation for L1 emotional words in the middle
occipital gyrus and the cerebellum, whereas an increase in activation was observed for L2
emotional words. These results suggest that emotion word processing advantage in L1 depends on
rapid and automatic attention, while in L2 semantic retrieval may help processing emotion words.
Emotion word processing in bilinguals was further investigated by Kissler et al. (2007),
who focused on P1, N1, EPN, and LPC. These components respond differentially to emotion
words and may depend on the availability of attentional resources (Kissler et al., 2009).
Participants viewed random adjectives or nouns with pleasant, neutral, and unpleasant valence.
They were instructed to read the words and count the number of either adjectives or nouns. The
researchers did not observe consistent effects for the P1 and N1; however, an enhanced EPN for
emotionally arousing words (pleasant and unpleasant) during both reading and counting was
observed. An effect of task on the EPN was restricted to adjectives; however, they found no
interaction of the effect with the emotional content. The authors observed a later centro-parietal
LPC (450-650 ms) enhancement for the attenuated word class. In addition, in response to pleasant
words, there was a topographically distinct LPC effect both during silent reading and the active
task. Therefore, the authors conclude that emotional word content is processed without difficulty
and automatically, without any processing interference from a primary grammatical decision task.
These results coincide with other research of early automatic semantic processing as seen as
posterior negativities in the ERPs around 250ms after stimulus onset (Kissler et al., 2009).
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Another dimension that has emerged throughout the literature looking into bilingual lexical
processing is language dominance. Dominance can affect how emotion words are processed. For
example, Degner (2012) performed an affective priming study with proficient sequential GermanFrench bilinguals (those who first learned one language and then the other), to measure automatic
affective word processing in both languages. In addition, a semantic priming task (i.e., target
followed by a semantically related stimulus, such as dog-cat) was included in both L1 and L2.
Results showed semantic priming effects occurring in L1 and L2, and significant affective priming
effects in L1, whereas priming effects in L2 were only found for participants with language
immersion and frequent use of L2. These results suggest the intensity of L2 use determines whether
emotion words in L2 will automatically activate their affective connotations for sequential
bilinguals. Degner (2012) notes that the relation between affective priming effects and frequency
of language use is revealed when we control for other influencing factors, such as language
proficiency and semantic priming. Therefore, both cultural and language immersion are important
factors in processing emotional language. Bilinguals who have been immersed into their L2 culture
have more use of their second language in daily life, which leads to higher social interactions and
are better at perceiving and expressing subtle nuances of native language (Degner, 2012).
Nonetheless, some studies did not find any differences between L1 and L2. For example,
Conrad et al. (2011) investigated whether L2 processing is characterized by the same response to
emotional content, as compared to L1 processing. Researchers conducted an EEG study using two
groups of late German-Spanish bilinguals manipulating word valence in a lexical decision task.
Both groups performed the task in each language containing identical semantic content:
translations of words in both languages. Unlike other proposals suggesting attenuated emotionality
of L2 processing, this study observed a similar pattern of results across L1 and L2. ERP waves
largely reflected an EPN plus an LPC for words with positive or negative valence in contrast to
neutral words, regardless of the respective language test and its L1 or L2 status. They concluded
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that the link between cognition and emotion does not significantly differ between both languages.
Furthermore, only native Spanish speakers living in their L2 country showed no effects for
negative words in comparison with neutral words presented in L2. The authors suggest that it may
be reflecting a predominant positivity bias in L2 processing, which is likely to happen when an
individual is exposed to new culture.
Some studies have shown inconsistent results from previous findings. More specifically, Bayer
et al. (2012) found a P100 component in both the silent reading and lexical decision tasks which
elicited a larger amplitude for positive emotion words than for negative emotion words. On the
other hand, Zhang et al. (2014) found that P100 was stronger for negative emotion words than
either

positive

words

or

neutral

words,

suggesting

that

a

discrimination

of

threatening/nonthreatening information is present and plays a role in/affects language processing
and brain’s response. However, other studies failed to observe significant differences in valence
for the P100 component (Scott et al., 2009; Bayer et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014). Based on the
cumulative literature review, it can be seen how both the status of language (L1 vs L2) and
language dominance, in addition to factors such as word frequency, or task demands, jointly affect
bilingual’s response to emotion words. Based on Scott’s (2009) results with monolingual speakers,
and the Perceptual Defense Theory (McGinnies, 1949; see also Taylor’s 1991 MobilizationMinimization Hypothesis), strong and fast physiological and cognitive responses were expected
to be observed initially, followed by additional responses that minimize the impact of the stimulus.
Therefore, negatively valanced words were expected to be recognized faster because of their
environmental significance. The prediction therefore was that RTs would be shorter for negative,
as opposed to positive and neutral words (Scott et al., 2009). Additionally, it was predicted that
negative words would elicit a larger EPN amplitude than positive or neutral words (Scott et al.,
2009). Another research question refers to language dominance. Given inconsistent findings in
the previous literature regarding attenuated emotionality in L2 vs. L1, we examined whether the
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obtained EPN was modulated by language dominance. If a dominant language becomes a more
emotional one for a bilingual participant, then we would expect a larger EPN amplitude for English
than for Spanish emotion words in bilinguals who are dominant in English. Conversely, bilinguals
dominant in Spanish should show an increased EPN response for Spanish emotion words than for
English emotion words. On the other hand, if the language status is more important than dominance
in modulating emotional response, then participants’ reactions to L1 emotion words should be
more pronounced than their reactions to L2 emotion words, even if they became dominant in L2.
The study reported in the following chapter aims at shedding more light on the role of language
dominance and language status in bilingual emotion word processing.
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III CHAPTER: AN ERP INVESTIGATION INTO BILINGUAL EMOTION WORD
PROCESSING: EPNs AND LPCs IN SPANISH-ENGLISH BILINGUALS.
3.1 Methods
3.1.1 Participants
Twenty-seven participants (18 females, 9 males) were recruited from the attending
population of Texas A&M International University (TAMIU). Recruitment was directed through
the SONA system and with the cooperation of TAMIU instructors, who were provided details
about the availability of the study and asked to share that information with their students. All
participants were bilingual; Participants were between the ages of 18-25 years and were mostly
enrolled in the psychology and criminal justice programs at TAMIU. The participants were
fluent English-Spanish bilinguals and were assessed for language proficiency and language
dominance by the administration of the Language History Questionnaire (LQH) and the
Bilingual Dominance Scale (BDS; Dunn & Tree, 2009). The LQH contains 15 questions
focusing on participants’ language experience and years of education (e.g., “Please indicate the
percentage of day in which you speak: English, Spanish”; see Appendix 1). In turn, the BDS
focuses on three main criteria to assess dominance: percent of language use for both languages,
age of acquisition, age of comfort for both languages and restructuring of language fluency due
to change in linguistic environments (Dunn & Tree, 2009; see Appendix 2). The survey consists
of 12 multiple-choice questions inquiring about languages used throughout life. For instance,
given the question: “Which language do you predominantly use at home?” the participant would
respond “English”, “Spanish”, or “Both” and would be scored according to their responses.
Summary of the language background information for bilingual participants is provided
in Table 1. The LHQ revealed that N=17 participants reported Spanish as their L1, only N=6
participants reported learning English first, and N=3 reported being exposed to both English and
Spanish simultaneously. Mean self-ratings revealed that bilingual participants rated English
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higher in most language categories; language use was rated higher in Spanish (M=6.1) as
compared to English, speaking was rated higher for English (M=6.6) than Spanish (M=5),
reading was rated higher for English (M=6.7) than for Spanish (M=5), understanding was rated
higher for English (M=6.5) than Spanish (M=5.6), and finally writing was rated higher in English
(M=6.5) than Spanish (M=4.5). To test if the reported scores were significantly different between
English and Spanish, a depended samples t-test was conducted: language use was reported
higher for Spanish than English but was not significant, t(25) = -3.011, p = .006, speaking was
rated higher for English than Spanish, this difference was significant, t(25) = -4.601, p < .001,
reading was rated higher for English than Spanish, the difference was also significant,
understanding was reported higher for English than for Spanish, however this difference was not
significant, t(25) = -2.816, p = .009, finally writing was rated higher for English than Spanish,
this difference was significant t(25) = -4.474, p < .001. Additionally, the BDS scale reported an
average of English-dominant participants, where N = 5 individuals scored as Spanish-dominant
bilinguals; N=15 were English-dominant; and N = 6 were balanced bilinguals.
Table 1
Language background information for the bilingual participants.
English (N = 6)
Spanish (N = 17)
Age
22.8
20.6

Both (N = 3)
21.3

English
Spanish
Mean self-ratings
language use
4.9
6.1
speaking
6.6
5
reading
6.7
5
understanding
6.5
5.6
writing
6.5
4.5
_____________________________________________________________________________
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3.1.2 Stimuli
Stimuli included 240 emotion and emotion-laden words (see Appendix 3) of three
different valence categories (80 positive, 80 negative, and 80 neutral), which were selected from
the Spanish adaptation of the Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW) database (Rodondo
et al., 2007). An additional 160 nonwords (80 English and 80 Spanish) were created using the
Wuggy software (Keuleers & Brysbaert, 2010). The ANEW database contains 1,034 English
words that were translated into Spanish and normed by using the assessment of 720 participants.
The emotion and emotion-laden words were matched on frequency (p > .05) and word length.
.For the current study, the selected emotion, and emotion-laden words in both English and
Spanish were further normed with the Spanish-English bilinguals selected from the population
comparable to the experimental subject pool at TAMIU. Following Redondo et al. (2007), the
norming process was performed by using the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) scale (see
Appendix 4) and the words were rated in terms of valence and arousal. Each word was rated on a
scale from 1-9 for each dimension; in terms of valence, where 1 indicated unhappy and 9
suggested happy. For arousal, 1 indicated calm and 9 suggested excitement. Words were
matched on arousal (p > .05), such that positive and negative averaged between (5.5-7.7), and
neutral words between (4-5).
The stimuli were grouped and matched with their translations based on the Spanish
adaptation of ANEW (Bradley & Lang, 1999). This included 3 x 80-word pairs (Spanish-English
translations) with positive, neutral, or negative valence. Positive mean valence ratings in both
native languages scored higher than M= 6.0 on a 1-9 scale ranging from 1 (“very negative”) to 9
(“very positive”). Negative mean valence ratings in both languages scored lower than M= 4.0.
Finally, Neutral mean valence ratings ranged between M= 4.5 and M= 5.5) and mean arousal
ratings scored lower than M= 4.0 on a 1-9 scale ranging from 1 (“very calm”) to 9 (“very
excited”). Two experimental lists were created so as avoid participants being exposed to the
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same word as an English and Spanish translation. All 480 emotion and emotion-laden words and
320 nonwords (160 English, 160 Spanish) were divided into two equivalent lists (240 emotion
words and 160 nonwords per list). The lists were counterbalanced using a Latin square design
and participants were randomly assigned to each list. Approximately 40% of the stimuli included
nonwords and the presentation of the experimental lists was controlled by the E-prime software,
which automatically randomized the order of stimulus presentation for each participant.

3.1.3. Procedure
Students signed up to participate through SONA and assigned randomized identifiers by
the PI. Once the participant arrived, they were given a consent form and were informed about
what the study entailed. Participants were reassured that they could stop the experiment at any
time without penalty. The study was conducted in a single session in the Texas A&M
International University Brain and Cognition Lab soundproof room. Participants were seated in
front of a computer and asked to complete two self-report surveys (LHQ and BDS
questionnaire). The purpose of this assessment was to determine the participants’ dominant
language.
The consent form was approved by the IRB; once the consent form (see Appendix 5) was
completed and the instructions explained, participants were taken to the Biosemi PC computer
located in a soundproof chamber. Presentation of the stimuli was controlled using E-Prime 2.0
(Schneider et al., 2002). On each trial, a fixation point was displayed for 800ms, following a
presentation of the target stimulus. The stimulus was presented centered in black capital letters
against a white background. Participants were seated approximately 60 centimeters from the
computer screen with both hands resting on the Chronos response box. They were instructed to
respond whether a stimulus is a word or nonword using the rightmost key for “yes” and the
leftmost key for “no”. After every trial, a white screen with black capital letters reading (Blink)
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was displayed for 1,000ms, which allowed participants to blink and relax their muscles. Once the
participant completed the experiment, they were allowed to ask any questions they might have
regarding the procedure. They were also given the experimenter’s contact information in case of
any questions or concerns. Electrophysiological (EEG) data was recorded from 64 scalp sites
using a Biosemi headcap (10/20) layout. The ground electrodes that were used are Common
Mode Sense (CMS) active electrode and Driven Right Leg (DRL) passive electrode. The
recordings were referenced to the left and right mastoids. To minimize artifacts related to eye
movements, bipolar horizontal and vertical electrooculography (EOG) activity were recorded.
Electrode impedances were kept below 5 KU. The EEG signals were recorded continuously at a
sampling rate of 8kHz per channel. The resolution of Biosemi Active Two was 31nV. The EEG
data was initially filtered at .10 Hz for the high-pass filter and ERPs was digitally filtered at a
low-pass of 30 Hz.

3.2 Data Analysis
To reiterate, the research questions of interest are the following: 1) Are there any
differences in the processing of L1 and L2 words differing in valence (i.e., positive, negative,
and neutral)? 2) Will negativity bias as manifested by faster processing of negative, compared to
positive or neutral words, be observed for both L1 and L2? Alternatively, will L2 exhibit
attenuation (smaller) effects? 3) Will emotion word processing be affected by language
dominance more than by the L1 vs. L2 status? 4) Will emotion L1 vs. L2 word processing
manifest already at early processing stages (EPN component) or emerge only at later processing
stages (LPC)?

3.2.1. RT data
A 2 (language: English vs. Spanish) x 3 (valence: positive, negative, neutral) x 3
(dominance: Spanish-dominant, English-dominant, balanced) mixed linear effect model analysis
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was conducted on the reaction time (RT) data and the accuracy data (percentage of the correct
responses). Within-subject factors included language and valence; between -subject factors
included language dominance. The dependent variable was reaction time (RT) and accuracy.
Based on Scott’s (2009) results with monolingual speakers, and the Perceptual Defense Theory
(McGinnies, 1949; see also Taylor’s 1991 Mobilization-Minimization Hypothesis), strong and
fast physiological and cognitive responses were expected to be observed initially, followed by
additional responses that minimize the impact of the stimulus. Therefore, negatively valanced
words were expected to be recognized faster because of their environmental significance. The
prediction therefore was that RTs would be shorter for negative, as opposed to positive and
neutral words (Scott et al., 2009).

3.2.2. Electrophysiological data
3.2.2.1 Early Posterior Negativity (EPN)
A 2 (language: English vs. Spanish) x 3 (valence: positive, negative, neutral) x 3
(dominance: Spanish-dominant, English-dominant, balanced) mixed linear model analysis was
performed on the voltage data recorded from the following electrodes: P7/P8, P9/P10, PO7/PO8,
Oz, and O1/O2. Within subject factors included language and valence; between subject factors
included language dominance. The dependent variable was the mean amplitude of the EPN
component. It was predicted that negative words would elicit a larger EPN amplitude than
positive or neutral words (Scott et al., 2009). Another research question refers to language
dominance. Given inconsistent findings in the previous literature regarding attenuated
emotionality in L2 vs. L1, we examined whether the obtained EPN was modulated by language
dominance. If a dominant language becomes a more emotional one for a bilingual participant,
then we would expect a larger EPN amplitude for English than for Spanish emotion words in
bilinguals who are dominant in English. Conversely, bilinguals dominant in Spanish should show
an increased EPN response for Spanish emotion words than for English emotion words. On the
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other hand, if the language status is more important than dominance in modulating emotional
response, then participants’ reactions to L1 emotion words should be more pronounced than their
reactions to L2 emotion words, even if they became dominant in L2.
3.2.2.2. Late Positivity Component (LPC)
A 2 (language: English vs. Spanish) x 3 (valence: positive, negative, neutral) x 3
(dominance: Spanish-dominant, English-dominant, balanced) mixed linear model analysis was
performed on the voltage data collected from the following electrodes: Pz, P1/P200, P300/P400,
PO3/PO4, CPz, and POz. Within subject factors included language and valence; between subject
factors included language dominance. Once again, the dependent variable was the LPC mean
amplitude. As previously mentioned, studies revealed that positive words elicit a larger LPC
amplitude in comparison to neutral words and negative words (Herbert et al., 2008; Kissler et al.,
2009; Zhang et al., 2014); however; other research has yielded contradictory findings showing
that negative words induced a larger LPC than positive and neutral words (Bernant et al., 2001;
Kanske & Kotz, 2007). As was the case with EPN, we are looking at whether language status or
dominance are more important in modulating bilinguals’ response to emotion words. If
dominance is a major factor, then we would expect a larger LPC amplitude for English than for
Spanish emotion words in bilinguals who are dominant in English. Conversely, bilinguals
dominant in Spanish are likely to demonstrate an increased LPC response for Spanish emotion
words than for English emotion words. If the language status is more important than dominance
in modulating emotional response, then participants’ reactions to L1 emotion words should be
more pronounced than their reactions to L2 emotion words, even if they became dominant in L2,
the prediction analogous to the one made for the EPN results.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1. RT data
Outliers exceeding 3.0 standard deviations above the mean were removed (approximately
2%) from the data. Outliers are included as part of the accuracy analysis. RT data were analyzed
using jamovi’s (Version 1.8.1) and gamli- General Analyses for Linear Models in jamovi
(Version 2.4.7) module for linear mixed effects models (LME), with language (English vs.
Spanish), dominance (English-dominant vs. Spanish-dominant vs. balanced), and valence
(positive vs. negative vs. neutral) as fixed factors and participants and items as random factors.
For the LME, the Akaike information criterion (AIC) was used to assist with the selecting of
appropriate statistical model. This was indicated by a lower AIC value, which suggested a better
quality fit; therefore, the model that was chosen demonstrated the minimum AIC (Walker et al.,
2019). Model 0 was a null model with only participants as random effects: Model 1 included
participants and targets as random effects, Model 2 used participants and targets as random effects
and included dominance, valance, and language as fixed effects. Next, Model 3 used participants
and targets as random effects, included dominance, valance, and language as fixed effects, and
included language as a random slope for participants; Model 4 used participants and targets as
random effects, and dominance, valence, and language as fixed effects, and language as a random
slope for participants and target. Finally, Model 5 used participants and targets as random effects,
including dominance (valance and language as random intercepts), valance, and language as fixed
effects with language as a random slope for participants and targets. To compare between models,
ANOVAs were conducted and the AIC values are as follows: (AIC = -5687.5, -6312.9, -6522.3, 6751.9, -6785.9, and -6787.1, respectively). Therefore, Model 5 was the best fitting model (AIC =
-6787.1). For all models, a Satterthwaite adjustment was used to compute the degrees of freedom
and effect sizes were computed (Pseudo-R² = 0.25). Analyses were performed using the lmer4
package in R. All LME analysis reported in this thesis followed the same LME procedures. LME
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results for mean RT as a function of dominance (English-dominant, Spanish-dominant, and
balanced), valence (positive, negative, and neutral), and English and Spanish are found in Table 2.
Table 2
Mean RTs as a function of dominance (English-dominant, Spanish-dominant, and balanced),
valence (positive, negative, and neutral), and language (English and Spanish).
Dominance
Englishdominant
Spanishdominant
balanced

positive
692

English
negative
708

positive
794

Spanish
negative
955

neutral
708

neutral
891

676

708

692

708

891

832

741

813

794

832

933

891

The analysis revealed a main effect of valence, F(2,511.9)=21.100; p<.0001; the main
effect of language F(1,28.0) = 27.123; p < .0001, as well as a significant two-way interaction
between valence and language F(2, 511.8)=6.778; p < .0001. The three -way interaction between
dominance, valence, and language was marginally significant F(4, 53404.4)=2.084; p = .080 (see
Table 3 and Figure 1).

Table 3
Mixed Model for Reaction Times.
F

Num df

Den df

p

0.509
21.100
27.123
0.122

2
2
1
4

22.7
511.9
28.0
5304.5

0.608
< .001
< .001
0.975

dominance ✻ language

1.539

2

22.6

0.236

valence ✻ language

6.778

2

511.8

0.001

dominance ✻ valence ✻ language

2.084

4

5304.4

0.080

dominance
valence
language
dominance ✻ valence

*p < .05
**p < .001

**
**

**
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With regard to the main effect of valence, positive targets took significantly shorter to
recognize (M=741) than neutral targets (M=813; p < .001). This finding confirms previous
observations showing a difference between the processing of emotion words and neutral words
(Chen et al., 2015; Scott et al., 2009; Schacht & Sommer, 2009). In addition, negative targets
took significantly longer to process (M=832) than positive ones (M=741; p < .001), again in line
with previous literature and the frequently reported Negativity Bias (Grabovac & Pleh, 2014;
Jonczyk et al., 2016).
As far as the two-way interaction between language and valence, Spanish positive targets
were recognized significantly faster (M=794) than Spanish neutral targets (M=891; p < .001). In
addition, Spanish negative targets (M=933) took significantly longer to recognize than Spanish
positive targets (M=794; p < .001), and Spanish negative targets (M=933) took longer to
recognize than English negative targets (M=741; p < .001). Overall, those data are similar to
previous studies, revealing a difference in RT between emotion-laden (positive or negative)
versus neutral words (Kissler et al., 2007; Kanske & Kotz, 2007). Analyses of the RT data
demonstrated a general pattern of faster processing for positively valanced vs. neutral words and
longer processing for negatively valenced in comparison to positively valanced words. Quite
surprisingly, no processing differences were found in terms of valence for English targets,
suggesting that the emotional effect was most pronounced when participants processed emotionladen words in Spanish, as opposed to English. This is most likely attributed to the large number
of L1 Spanish participants, which would explain stronger emotional reaction to Spanish than
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English words, regardless of dominance.

RT as a function of language and valence
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Fig. 1. RT as a function of language and valence.
For the three-way interaction between dominance, valence, and language, post-hoc
comparisons revealed that English-dominant participants recognized neutral stimuli presented in
English significantly faster (M=724) than they did neutral stimuli presented in Spanish (M=933; p
< .001), indicating that English-dominant participants were faster processing neutral stimuli in
their dominant than their non-dominant language. Added support for this effect of dominance on
the speed of processing is shown in RTs to negative targets, which were significantly faster for
English-dominant bilinguals when presented in English (M=724) than when presented in Spanish
(M=977; p < .001). As was the case for the two-way interaction between language and valence,
also here we found no effect of emotional valence when processing English targets. On the other
hand, Spanish targets were processed differently depending on their valence. Thus, Spanish
positive targets were recognized significantly faster than Spanish negative targets by both
English-dominant (M positive= 832; M negative= 977; p < .001) and Spanish-dominant bilinguals
(M positive= 708; M negative= 871; p < .001). It may be concluded that, regardless of our
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participants’ dominant language, only Spanish emotion words demonstrated the valence effect, in
that negative words took longer to process than positive ones.

3.3.2. ERP data
EEG recordings for each subject were first examined for artifact rejection. All the trials
contaminated by drifts, EEG activity exceeding +/- =75 μV, excessive eye movements or muscle
movement artifacts were rejected, resulting in the loss of the average of 3% of data per
participant. Based on the previous literature (Scott et al., 2009), mean amplitudes of the ERP
components were measured for the following time intervals: the Early Posterior Negativity (EPN)
from 200ms to 350ms and the Late Positive Complex (LPC) from 450ms to 650ms. The analysis
epochs started 100ms prior to stimulus onset and continued to 900ms after the onset of critical
target words. For the EPN data, a mixed linear model analysis was conducted on the data
recorded from the following posterior and occipital electrodes over the right hemisphere sites: P8,
P10, PO8, O2, their homologous electrodes over the left hemisphere sites: P7, P9, PO7, and O1,
as well as the midline electrode Oz. The model conformed to a 2 (language: English vs Spanish)
x 3 (valence: positive, negative, neutral) x 3 (dominance: Spanish-dominant, English-dominant,
balanced) design, where language and valence were a within subject factor, while dominance a
between subject factor. The dependent variable was the mean amplitude of the EPN component.
For the LPC data, a mixed linear model analysis was conducted on the data recorded
from the following parietal and occipital electrodes over the right hemisphere sites: P200, P400,
PO4, their homologous electrodes over the left hemisphere sites: P1, P300, PO4, as well as the
midline electrodes Pz and POz. The model conformed to a 2 (language: English vs. Spanish) x
3(valence: positive, negative, neutral) x 3 (dominance: Spanish-dominant, English-dominant,
balanced) design, where language and valence were a within-subject factor, while dominance a
between-subject factor. The dependent variable was mean amplitude of the LPC component. The
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figure below shows the grand mean amplitudes for English and Spanish positive, negative, and
neutral targets recorded for the posterior and occipital left, right, and midline electrodes (see Fig.
2).

Fig. 2. The grand mean for English and Spanish positive, negative, and neutral targets recorded
for the posterior and occipital left, right, and midline electrodes.
3.3.2.1 EPN window (200ms-350ms)
Descriptive statistics for the mean EPN amplitudes are summarized in Table 4 and Figure
3.
Table 4
Mean amplitudes for the EPN component.
Dominance
English
positive
negative
neutral
English1.43
-3.99
2.03
dominant
Spanish-3.14
-3.51
-1.75
dominant
balanced
-82.3
-52.4
-44.3

positive
2.27

Spanish
negative
-7.94

neutral
-3.27

-3.29

-0.751

-1.98

-75.9

-14.3

16.6
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Mean Amplitude for EPN
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Fig. 3. Mean amplitudes for EPN.
As shown in Table 5, the main effect of valence was significant F(2, 3224.5)=21.2667; p
< .0001; which resembles the RT data and reveals the significant effect of target word’s
emotional valence on how it is processed, both at the behavioral and neurophysiological levels.
In addition, a two-way interaction between valence and dominance F(4, 3223.6)=16.115; p <
.0001) turned out to be significant, as well as a three-way interaction between language, valence,
and dominance F(4, 3221.4)=14.4159; p < .0001). Moreover, a two-way interaction between
language and valence turned out to be marginally significant F(2, 3227.9)= 4.0079; p = .018.
Those data are compatible with the behavioral data reported earlier.
Table 5
Mixed Model Results for EPN.

language
valence
dominance
language ✻ valence
language ✻ dominance

F

Num df

Den df

p

0.0381
21.2667
2.3893
4.0079

1
2
2
2

18.5
3224.5
20.0
3227.9

0.847
< .001
0.117
0.018

0.0586

2

18.6

0.943

**

*
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Table 5 Cont.
F

Num df

Den df

p

valence ✻ dominance

16.1115

4

3223.6

< .001

**

language ✻ valence ✻ dominance

14.4159

4

3221.4

< .001

**

*p < .05
**p < .001
Post-hoc adjusted Bonferroni tests showed that Spanish negative targets evoked a
significantly larger EPN amplitude (M= -4.01μV) than Spanish neutral targets (M=7.53μV; p <
.001) and than Spanish positive targets (M= 5.84μV; p < .001), which supports the Negativity
Bias as well as other studies showing a larger ERP index for negative over positive and neutral
words (Wang et al., 2019; Delaney-Bushe et al., 2016) (see Figure 4).

EPN as a function of language and valence
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-4.01
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Fig. 4. EPN as a function of language and valence.
As far as the two-way interaction between dominance and valence (see Figure 5), the
main findings showed that balanced bilinguals recorded significantly larger EPN when
processing negative targets (M= 0.0947 μV) than when processing neutral targets (M= 226630
μV; p < .001). Additionally, balanced participants recorded a significantly larger EPN amplitude
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in response to negative targets (M= 0.0947μV) than to positive targets (M= 16.9002μV; p <
.001), once again providing support for the Negativity Bias previously reported in the literature.

EPN as a fuction for dominance and valence
25
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16.9
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-0.0947balanced
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Fig. 5. EPN as a function for dominance and valence.
Finally, in a three-way interaction between language, valence, and dominance (see Figure
6), post-hoc adjusted Bonferroni comparisons demonstrated a significant difference between
emotion words processed by balanced bilinguals, such that Spanish negative targets evoked a
significantly larger EPN response (M= 10.459μV) than Spanish neutral target (M= 16.789μV; p
< .001) and then Spanish positive targets (M= 18.939μV; p < .001). The EEG results substantiate
the behavioral data showing that emotional valence affected processing only for Spanish, as
opposed to English target words and that negative valenced words evoked a larger EPN response
than either neutral or positive-valenced words. These results are in line with previous findings
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(Conrad et al., 2011; El-Dakhs & Altarriba, 2019).
EPN as a function of language, valence, and dominance
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Fig. 6. EPN as a function of dominance, language, and valence.
3.3.2.2 LPC window (450ms-650ms)
Descriptive statistics for the mean LPC amplitudes are presented in Table 6 and Figure 7.
Table 6
Mean amplitudes for the LPC component.
Dominance
English
positive
negative
English0.378
-4.74
dominant
Spanish1.96
1.86
dominant
balanced
-17.5
-38.1

neutral
8.62

positive
0.110

Spanish
negative
-11.0

neutral
-4.05

-1.96

.814

1.01

1.52

16.6

-18.8

20.5

-86.2
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Mean Amplitude for LPC
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Fig. 7. Mean amplitudes for LPC.
As shown in Table 7, the main effect of language was significant F(1, 2507.9.5)=10.68; p
= .0001; as well as the main effect of valence F(2, 2508.0)=9.73; p < .0001; which is broadly
compatible with the RT and EPN data and reveals the relevance of valence in lexical processing.
Additionally, there were significant two-way interactions between dominance and language F (2,
2507.8.)=13.74; p < .0001; dominance and valence F (4, 2507.9) = 5.61; p < .0001; and language
and valence F (2, 2510.7) = 9.31; p < .0001; as well as a significant three-way interaction
between language, valence, and dominance F(4, 2510.1)=13.67; p < .0001.
Table 7
Mixed Linear Model Results for LPC
Dominance
dominance
language
valence
dominance ✻ language

F

Num df

Den df

p

1.17

2

21.4

0.330

10.68

1

2507.9

0.001

**

9.73

2

2508.0

< .001

**

13.74

2

2507.8

< .001

**
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Table 7 Cont.
Dominance

F

Num df

Den df

p

dominance ✻ valence

5.61

4

2507.9

< .001

**

language ✻ valence

9.31

2

2510.7

< .001

**

13.67

4

2510.1

< .001

**

dominance ✻ language ✻ valence
* p < .05
**p < .001

The main effect of language showed that target words presented in Spanish elicited a
significantly larger LPC amplitude (M= 8.23μV) than target words presented in English (M=
4.10μV; p < .001). Furthermore, with regard to the effect of valence, both positive targets (M=
5.51μV) and negative targets (M= 3.10μV) elicited a significantly smaller LPC amplitude than
neutral ones (M= 9.89μV; p < .05). This unexpected result is in conflict with the current
literature showing larger amplitudes for emotion-laden words as compared to neutral words
(Citron, 2012; Palazova et al., 2013).
The two-way interaction between dominance and language showed that the LPC
amplitude recorded for Spanish targets in balanced bilinguals (M= 20.6823μV) was significantly
larger than the LPC recorded for the English targets (M= 6.919μV; p < .001), thus confirming the
EPN data, where more pronounced differences were found between target words presented in
Spanish than the target words in English.
With regard to the two -way interaction between dominance and valence, post-hoc
Bonferroni comparisons revealed that, for balanced bilinguals, negative targets elicited a
significantly smaller amplitude on the Late Positive Complex (M= 20.6823μV) than their neutral
controls (M= 6.919μV; p < .001). In addition, for English-dominant bilinguals, positive targets
(M= 0.8160μV) elicited a significantly smaller LPC amplitude than their neutral counterparts
(M= 7.6066μV; p <= .006).
In a two-way interaction between language and valence, significant LPC differences were
recorded between negative and positive valenced words versus neutral words, such that both
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English positive (M= 3.33μV) and English negative words (M= -2.31μV) had a significantly
smaller LPC mean amplitude than English neutral words (M= 11.26μV; p < .001) (see Figure 8).
Additionally, Spanish negative targets evoked a significantly larger LPC response (M= 8.50μV)
than English negative targets (M= -2.31μV; p < .001), once again confirming the observed
pattern in early components and RT data, where Spanish emotion words elicited larger
processing differences than English emotion words.
LPC as a function of language and valence
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Fig. 8. LPC as a function of language and valence.
Finally, for the three-way interaction between dominance, language, and valence, posthoc comparisons revealed that, for balanced bilinguals, English negative targets elicited a
significantly smaller LPC amplitude (M= -13.797μV) than either English positive (M= 7.912μV;
p < .001) or English neutral targets (M= 27.344μV; p < .001). In addition, when compared across
languages, Spanish negative targets elicited a significantly larger LPC amplitude (M= 24.394μV)
than English negative targets (M= -13.797μV; p < .001). This effect held true only for balanced
bilinguals (see Figure 9).
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LPC as a function of dominance, language, and valence
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Fig. 9. LPC as a function of valence, dominance, and language.
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IV CHAPTER: GENERAL DISCUSSION
The purpose of the current study was to explore emotion words in bilingual language
processing. An emotion effect has been extensively reported as a processing advantage for
emotion words as compared to neutral ones. This processing advantage observed for emotion
words over neutral ones is typically ascribed to the significance those words carry. The
Perceptual Defense Theory attributes the faster recognition of negative words to their
evolutionary significance and the fact that they provoke a negativity bias (McGinnies, 1949).
While there are some inconsistencies in the literature about whether positive and negative words
are processed differently than neutral ones, or whether only negative words reflect that
processing advantage, things are more complex when considering an additional language.
Bilinguals usually report they experience their L2 to be less emotional than their L1. Several
studies have provided evidence by reporting attenuated processing for bilinguals’ L2 emotion
words, as compared to their L1 emotion words (Anooshian & Hertel, 1994; Chen, 2015).
However, the results found are not unanimous and other factors such as language proficiency and
language dominance have emerged as factors (Dewaele, 2016; Kanzanas & Altarriba, 2016;
Pavlenko, 2008). Previous studies employing ERP methodology have also yielded inconsistent
results; however, one component that has been consistently reported in most of the literature is
the EPN component, which manifests during early emotion word processing. Accordingly, the
EPN emerges around 200ms and reflects increased attention towards the emotional content of the
stimuli. At later stages of emotion word processing, the LPC component has been interpreted as
a higher level of semantic evaluation and integration of emotional content (Breimeister et al.,
2014; Conrad et al., 2011; Kissler et al., 2006). The question raised in the bilingual literature is
whether L2 emotion words can evoke the early EPN response similar to L1 emotion words or
whether the emotional content of L2 words only becomes available at later processing stages as
reflected in the LPC. Accordingly, the current study measured Spanish-English bilinguals’
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behavioral (RT) and electrophysiological (EPN and LPC) responses to English emotion words
and their Spanish translation equivalents.
Based on the previous literature, our first research question inquired whether there would
be any differences in the processing of L1 and L2 words differing in valence. The behavioral
data showed a main effect of valence, such that the positive words took shorter to recognize as
compared to neutral targets. This finding corroborates previous reports showing a difference
between the processing of emotion words and neutral ones (Chen et al., 2015; Scott et al., 2009;
Schacht & Sommer, 2009). Additionally, negative words took significantly longer to process
than positive words, consistent with the previous literature reporting a Negativity Bias
(McGinnies, 1949; Grabovac & Pleh, 2014; Jonczyk et al., 2016). Behavioral data also showed
significantly faster RT to Spanish positive targets than neutral ones. In addition, Spanish
negative targets also took significantly longer to recognize than Spanish positive targets, and
Spanish negative targets were slower than English negative targets. No such processing
differences were observed in terms of valence for English targets, suggesting that the emotion
effect was greater for Spanish targets than English ones. Similar results were reported by Conrad
et al., (2011) where only native Spanish speakers living in their L2 country showed no effects for
negative words compared to neutral words presented in L2. The authors concluded that it may be
reflecting a predominately positivity bias in L2, which is likely to occur when individuals are
exposed to new culture. This may also be the case for our bilingual participants the majority of
them (N=17) were native L1 Spanish speakers and became immersed in their L2 English culture
after having acquired their L1 (Spanish). Therefore, they might not have registered an emotional
reaction to negative L2 (English) words, even if they became dominant in English. Furthermore,
these findings are consistent with the previous literature showing a difference in RT when
processing emotion words (positive or negative) versus neutral words for Spanish targets
(Conrad et al., 2011; Citron, 2012). Patterns emerging from the RT data are faster processing for
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positively valenced vs. neutral words, as well as longer processing for negatively valenced as
compared to positively valenced words.
Our next research question was whether the negativity bias would be manifested by faster
processing of positive, compared to negative or neutral words, and whether it would be observed
for both L1 and L2 or whether it would be smaller for L2. Once again, the behavioral data
showed a main effect of valence, such that positive targets took significantly shorter to recognize
than neutral targets. RT data also show that negative targets took longer to process than positive
ones, which is in line with previous literature reporting the Negativity Bias (Grabovac & Pleh,
2014; McGinnies, 1949). Additionally, electrophysiological data showed that Spanish negative
targets evoked a significantly larger ERP amplitude than Spanish neutral and Spanish positive
targets. Comparable findings by Zhang et al., (2014) found P100 was larger for negative as
opposed to either positive or neutral words, indicating the discrimination of
threatening/nonthreatening information is present and affects language processing and the brain’s
response. Moreover, balanced bilinguals recorded significantly larger EPN during the processing
of negative targets as opposed to neutral and positive targets. These results are compatible to
Chen (2015) who reported that positive words elicited a larger EPN and a smaller LPC than
neutral words. Additionally, their fMRI data showed reduced activation for L1 emotion words in
the middle occipital gyrus and cerebellum, as opposed to an increase in activation for L2 emotion
words. Chen (2015) concluded that emotion word processing advantage for L1 emotion words
depends on rapid and automatic attention, while in L2 semantic retrieval my help processing
emotion words. These findings provide support for the Negativity Bias and previous studies
reporting a larger ERP index for negative over positive and neutral words (Citron, 2012;
Hofmann et al., 2009).
The next research question asked whether emotion L1 vs. L2 word processing would be
affected by language dominance more than by the L1 vs. L2 status. An interesting observation
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from our findings is that no processing differences were recorded in terms of valence for the
English targets; this may suggest that the emotional effect is most pronounced when participants
processed emotion words in Spanish. This is likely attributed to the predominance of L1 Spanish
participants in our study (65%), which would explain stronger emotional reaction to Spanish than
English words, regardless of dominance (see Altarriba & Basnight-Brown, 2010 for similar
results).
Additionally, a three-way interaction between dominance, valence, and language showed
that English-dominant participants recognized neutral stimuli faster when they were presented in
English than when presented in Spanish, suggesting more efficient processing of stimuli in their
dominant language. Further support for the effect of dominance on the speed of processing was
observed in RTs to negative targets, which were significantly faster for English-dominant
participants when presented in English as compared to Spanish. Only Spanish targets were
processed differently based on their valence; therefore, both English-dominant and Spanishdominant bilingual recognized Spanish positive targets faster than Spanish negative targets. This
finding corroborates that, regardless of which language was dominant for the participants, only
Spanish emotion words demonstrated the effect of valence, in that negatively valenced words
took longer to process than positive ones. Anooshian and Hertel (1994) found a similar response
when presenting Spanish-English bilinguals emotion words in a recall task. Participants recalled
more emotional than neutral words, but only for words presented in L1. Consequently, it may be
concluded that dominance is of lesser importance than the language status and that the language
one grew up hearing would have the most profound effect on their emotional reaction to it,
consistent with results reported by Harris et al. (2006).
Finally, our last research question was whether emotion L1 vs. L2 word processing
manifested at early processing states, as reflected by the EPN or whether it would emerge only at
later processing stages, as reflected by the LPC. The electrophysiological data revealed that
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Spanish negative targets elicited a significantly larger EPN amplitude than Spanish neutral and
positive targets. This finding confirms that emotion words are being recognized at the early
processing stages for Spanish words. Balanced bilinguals’ were found to elicit larger EPN
amplitudes when processing negative targets as compared to neutral or positive ones.
Additionally, balanced bilinguals recorded a significantly larger EPN for Spanish negative
targets than Spanish neutral and Spanish positive targets. Once, again our findings indicate that
emotional valence affected the processing only for Spanish as opposed to English target words.
As for the later processing stages, the LPC amplitude was significantly larger for the
target words presented in Spanish as compared to English. A rather unexpected finding was the
effect of valence, where positive and negative targets elicited a smaller LPC amplitude than
neutral targets. Previous literature shows larger amplitudes for emotion-laden as compared to
neutral words. However, Wang et al. (2019) found similar results where emotion and emotionladen words were presented in a lexical decision task, and where no EPN and LPC emotion
effects were observed. The authors suggested that the LPC emotion effect was task-independent
and only observed when the emotional content is task-relevant. Their study used a lexical
decision task, which does not require the participant to attend to the emotional content of the
word, and they therefore concluded that the task requirements might have contributed to the
diminished LPC effects (Wang et al., 2019). This might help explain our data, as we also
employed the lexical decision task.
Furthermore, our findings show an emotion effect for balanced bilinguals when
processing Spanish targets, such that an LPC amplitude was larger for Spanish words than for
English targets. Moreover, balanced bilinguals also elicited a significantly smaller LPC for
negative targets as opposed to neutral ones. These results are consistent with the EPN data,
where more differences were found between emotion words presented in Spanish than the
stimulus words presented in English. With regard to the English-dominant bilinguals, English
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positive and negative words had significantly smaller LPC amplitude than English neutral words.
Additionally, Spanish negative targets were observed to elicit larger LPC responses than English
negative ones, again confirming the pattern observed in early processing components (EPN) and
the RT data, where only Spanish emotion words registered larger processing difference than
English emotion words.
Overall, although we were unable to observe an emotion effect for English targets at
either early or late processing stages, the behavioral and electrophysiological data did
demonstrate an emotion effect for Spanish targets. In order to address the limitations of the
current study, more English L1 participants would be needed since most of our participants were
L1 Spanish speakers. For future studies, a more extensive analysis of language vs. dominance is
needed as only six of the participants were balanced, five Spanish-dominant, and fifteen were
English-dominant; which is not an even number of participants from each language background.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1:
Language History Questionnaire in English and Spanish.
ENROLLMENT DATE:
GENDER (Check One):
Female
_________________________
ETHNICITY (Check One):

Male

___ Hispanic or Latino

DATE OF BIRTH:

___Not Hispanic or Latino

RACE (Check all that apply): ___American Indian or Alaska Native
____Black or African
American
___Asian
___Native American or Other Pacific Islander
___White, not
of Hispanic Origin
OCCUPATION:
_________________________
EDUCATION
LEVEL:______________________________
Enter grade level in years, e.g. H.S . =12,
BA=16. etc.,)
______________________________________________________________________________
1. What is (are) your native language(s)? That is, what language did you first hear and speak?
(If more than one, please specify)

2. Which language do you consider as your dominant language? In other words, the language
that you understand better and speak more fluently.

3. Please list all of the languages you know, from the most proficient to the least proficient, and
indicate the age at which you were first exposed to each and years of formal study you had in each
language.
Language
1.
2.
3.
4.

Age first exposed

Years of formal study
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5.

3.5 How many months/years of formal school have you had TOTAL? Only count actual years in
school.

4. Which language(s) do you use when speaking with the following people? Indicate with
whom you were raised and with whom do you spend most of your time:
Person

Language(s)

Raised
with

Share
time now

Parents (or primary caregivers)
Siblings
Grandparents
Romantic partner
Children
Uncles/Aunts
Cousins/
nephews

5. What is the highest level of education completed by your parents or primary caregiver:
Mother_________________ Father_______________ Other Caregiver_______________
6. Where were your parents or primary caregiver born and raised:
Mother_________________ Father_______________ Other Caregiver_______________
7. Where were you born:_________________________
8. Please list the countries in which you have lived or travel frequently. Please include the
length of your stay, and the language(s) you used and to which you were exposed.
Country

Duration of visit (yrs/mos)

Language Spoken

9. In what country (and state if applicable) did you complete your education?
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Elementary ______________________

Middle and High School_______________________

10. What kind of school did you attend in Elementary (check all that apply and explain)?
____Monolingual School------Language: ________________________________
____Bilingual School-----------Languages: _______________________________
____English as a Second Language
____Language Emersion-------Language: _______________________________
Additional Information: __________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
11. What kind of school did you attend in Middle School and High School (check all that apply
and explain)?
____Monolingual School------Language: ________________________________
____Bilingual School-----------Languages: _______________________________
____English as a Second Language
____Language Emersion-------Language: _______________________________
Additional Information: __________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
12. In which language do you usually...
speak to friends?
speak with your family?
dream?
curse?
read?
express love?
watch tv?
write?
speak at work or at home?
make mathematical calculations?
13. Please indicate in the percentage of the day in which you speak:
Language
Spanish

% of day

English
Other
Total

100% of the day
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14. Do you ever switch between languages in a single instance, for example within a sentence or
conversation? (Check One) ____ Yes ____ No
If yes, how frequently? (Check One) ____ Seldom ____ Sometimes____ Often ____ Always
Additional Information: _________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
15. In your opinion, at what level do you speak the languages you use?
Please use the following scale to write a number in the boxes below:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
beginner
intermediate
as a native speaker
Language
Spanish

Speak

Comprehend

Read

Write

English

FECHA DE INSCRIPCION: __________________
SEXO (Elija uno): ___ Mujer ___ Hombre
_________________
ETNICIDAD (Elija una): ___Hispano o Latino

FECHA DE NACIMIENTO:

____ Ni Hispano o Latino

RAZA (Elija todas las que apliquen): ___Indio Americano o Nativo de Alaska
___Negro o
Afroamericano
___Asiático ___Nativo Americano o del Pacifico ___Blanco, no de
origen Hispano o Latino
OCUPACION: ______________________________
NIVEL DE EDUCATION:
_________________________
Escriba el nivel en años: Preparatoria = 12 años,
Licenciatura = 16 años, etc.
______________________________________________________________________________
1. ¿Cuál es su lenguaje nativo? En otras palabras, ¿cuál lenguaje fue el que primero escucho y
hablo? (Si hay más de uno, por favor inclúyalo.
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2. ¿Cuál lenguaje es el que usted considera sea su dominante? Es decir, que lengua es la que
usted mejor entiende y habla fluyentemente.

3. Por favor liste todos los lenguajes que sepa, desde el que sea el más experto hasta el menos
experto. De igual manera indique que edad tenía cuando fue expuesto a ese lenguaje y cuantos
años estudio formalmente cada lenguaje.
Lenguaje

Edad

Años de estudio

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

3.5 ¿Cuántos meces/años de escuela formal a tenido en TOTAL? Solo contar años en la escuela.
4. ¿Qué lenguaje usa usted para hablar con las siguientes personas? Indique con quienes de los
mencionados se crio y con los que todavía pasa tiempo hoy.
Persona

Lenguaje(s)

Se crio

Hoy

Padres (o personas a
cargo)
Hermanos/Hermanas
Abuelos/Abuelas
Pareja romántica
Hijos/Hijas
Tíos/Tías
Primos/Primas,
Sobrinos/Sobrinas
5. ¿Cuál es el nivel de educación más alto completado por padres o guardianes?
Madre_________________ Padre________________
Otra persona a
cargo____________
6. ¿Dónde nacieron y donde fueron criados sus padres o personas a cargo de usted?
Madre_________________ Padre________________
Otra persona a
cargo____________
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7. ¿Dónde nació usted? _______________________
8. Por favor liste los países en los que ha vivido o visita frecuentemente. También incluya
duración de visita y el lenguaje que uso, y cual quiera otro lenguaje al que haya sido expuesto
durante su visita.
País

Duración

Lenguajes

9. ¿En qué país (y estado) completo su educación?
Primaria______________
Secundaria y Preparatoria ___________________
10. ¿Qué clase de escuela atendió durante la primaria? Escoja las que apliquen y explique.
____Escuela monolingüe –––– Lenguaje: ___________________________
____Escuela bilingüe –––– Lenguajes: ______________________________
____Inglés como segundo lenguaje
____Emersión de lenguaje ––––– Lenguajes: ____________________________
Información adicional:
___________________________________________________________________
11. ¿Qué clase de escuela atendió durante la secundaria y preparatoria? Escoja las que apliquen y
explique.
____Escuela monolingüe –––– Lenguaje: ___________________________
____Escuela bilingüe –––– Lenguajes: ______________________________
____Inglés como segundo lenguaje
____Emersión de lenguaje ––––– Lenguajes: ____________________________
Información adicional:
___________________________________________________________________
12. ¿Típicamente, en que lenguaje usted…
habla con amigos? __________
habla con su familia? ____________
sueña? _______________
maldice? ______________
lee? ____________
expresa amor? _______________
ve la televisión? ____________
escribe? ________________
habla en el trabajo o en la casa? _____________________________________
hace cálculos matemáticos? ________________________
13. Indique que porcentaje del día usted pasa hablando…
Lenguaje
Español

% del día
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Inglés
Otro
Total

100% del día

14. ¿Acaso usted cambia de un lenguaje a otro durante una oración o conversación? (Elija una).
____Sí
____No
Si su respuesta es sí, que tan frecuente ocurre eso? ___Casi nunca
___Seguido
___Siempre

___A veces

Información adicional:
___________________________________________________________________
15. En su opinión, ¿a que nivel usted habla los lenguajes mencionados? Por favor use esta escala
y escriba un numero abajo?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
principiante
intermedio
lengua nativa
Lenguaje
Español
Inglés

¿Lo hablo?

Comprensión

Leido

Escrito
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Appendix 2:
Bilingual Dominance Scale
Participant Number:
Age:
Gender :
Native Country:
First Language:
Second Language:
Where did you learn your second language?
At what age did you first learn English?
At what age did you first learn Spanish?
At what age did you feel comfortable speaking English?
At what age did you feel comfortable speaking Spanish?
Which language do you predominantly use at home?
When doing math in your head (such as multiplying 243 x 5), which language do you calculate
the numbers in?
If you have a foreign accent, which language(s) is it in?
If you had to choose which language to use for the rest of your life, which language would it be?
How many years of schooling did you have in Spanish?
How many years of schooling did you have in English?
Do you feel that you have lost any fluency in a particular language?
At what age did you lose fluency?
What country/region do you currently live in?
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Appendix 3:
Self-assessment Manikin (SAM)
Instructions (ScanSam version)
Thanks for coming; I appreciate your participation in this study. The study being conducted today is investigating emotion, and concerns how people respond to different types of words. You
will notice that you have a blue packet with these figures on them (Hold up ScanSam sheet). We
call this set of figures SAM, and you will be using these figures to rate how you felt while reading each word. SAM shows three different kinds of feelings: Happy vs. Unhappy point left), Excited vs. Calm (point middle),, and Controlled vs. In-control (point right).. You will use make
all 3 ratings for each word that you read.
Please notice that each of the three feelings are arrayed along a different scale. The left panel
shows the happy-unhappy scale, which ranges from a smile to a frown. At one extreme of this
scale, you are happy, pleased, satisfied, contented, hopeful. When you feel completely happy you
should indicate this by bubbling in the figure at the left. The other end of the scale is when you
feel completely unhappy, annoyed, unsatisfied, melancholic, despaired, or bored. You can indicate feeling completely unhappy by bubbling in the figure at the right. The figures also allow you
to describe intermediate feelings of pleasure, by bubbling in any of the other pictures. If you feel
completely neutral, neither happy nor sad, bubble in the figure in the middle (point to middle
SAM figure). If your feeling of pleasure or displeasure falls between two of the pictures, then
bubble in the space between the figures. This permits you to make more finely graded ratings of
how you feel in reaction to each word. There are a total of 9 possible points along each rating
scale that you can bubble in to indicate the extent to which you felt happy or unhappy. Any questions so far?
The excited or calm scale is the second type of feeling displayed here, and it is the middle scale
in the row. At one extreme of this scale you are stimulated, excited, frenzied, jittery, wideawake, or aroused. When you feel completely aroused, bubble in the figure at the left of the row.
Now look at the other end of the excited-calm scale, which is the completely opposite feeling.
Here you would feel completely relaxed, calm, sluggish, dull, sleepy, or unaroused. Indicate feeling calm by bubbling in the figure at the right of the row. As with the happy-unhappy scale, you
can represent intermediate levels of excitedness or calmness by bubbling in any of the other figures. If you are not excited nor at all calm, bubble in the figure in the middle of the row. Again,
if you wish to make a more finely tuned rating of how excited or calm you feel, bubble in the
space between the pictures.
The last scale of feeling which you will rate is whether you felt controlled or in control. This
scale is on the right side of the row. At one end of the scale (point left) you have feelings characterized as completely controlled, influenced, cared-for, awed, submissive, or guided. Please indicate feeling controlled by bubbling in the figure at the left. At the opposite end of this scale, you
would bubble in the.right most figure if you feel completely in control, influential, important,
dominant, autonomous, or controlling. You can indicate feeling dominant by bubbling in the figure at the right of the row. Note that when the figure is large, you feel in control, and that it will
be very small when you feel controlled. If you feel neither in control nor controlled you should
bubble in the middle picture. Again, you can bubble in any of the intermediate figures, or between them.
When you have made all 3 ratings for each word, you will have one bubble in each section, to
make 3 bubbles in the row. Any questions? Please work at a rapid place and don’t spend too
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much time thinking about each word. Rather, make your ratings based on your first and immediate reaction as you read each word. When you are finished, please sit quietly and wait until the
rest of the group has finished.
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Appendix 4:
Consent Form
TEXAS A&M INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
CONSENT TO TAKE PART IN RESEARCH AS HUMAN SUBJECT
Title of Project: Bilingual Emotion Word Processing: An ERP study
Principal Investigator: Anna B. Cieslicka
Co-Principal Investigator(s): Brenda L. Guerrero
1. Introduction
You are being asked to participate in a research study. The purpose of this form is to provide you
information that may affect your decision as to whether or not to participate. If you decide to
participate in this study, this form will also be used to record your consent. You will also receive
a copy of this form to keep for your reference. The Principal Investigator or his/her representative
will provide you with any additional information that may be needed and answer any questions
you may have. Your participation is entirely voluntary, and you can refuse to participate or
withdraw at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled.
2. What is the purpose of the study?
We are asking you to take part in a study of how bilinguals process language. We want to learn
the differences between the way our brain processes words in our L1 (native language) and L2
(second language). You were selected to be a possible participant because you are a TAMIU
undergraduate student in psychology, biology or social science courses. 30 subjects are expected
to take part in this study. You need to be a Spanish-English or English-Spanish bilingual, i.e.,
understand both English and Spanish, regardless of which language is your native language and
which you learned later.
3. Whom can I contact with questions about the research?
If you have questions now, you may ask Brenda L. Guerrero, blizeth.guerrero@dusty.tamiu.edu. If you
have questions later, you may contact Dr. Anna B. Cieślicka (anna.cieslicka@tamiu.edu), or Dr. Jose
Carlos Lozano, Chair of the Department of Psychology and Communication (carlos.lozano@tamiu.edu)
(phone:956-326-3117).

4. Whom can I contact about my rights as a research participant?
This research study has been reviewed by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Texas A&M
International University. For questions regarding your rights as a research participant, or if you
have complaints, concerns, or questions about the research, you can contact Dr. Jennifer Coronado
(English), IRB Chair, 956-326-3060, irb@tamiu.edu, or Dr. Roberto Heredia (English/Spanish),
956-326-2637, rheredia@tamiu.edu.

5. Signature
Please be sure you have read the above information, asked questions and received answers to
your satisfaction. You will be given a copy of the consent form to keep. By signing this document, you consent to voluntarily participate in this study. You will not lose any legal rights by
signing this form.
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I, the undersigned, understand that my participation in this research project is VOLUNTARY, and
that I may withdraw from participation at any time WITHOUT COST to myself. I freely choose to
participate in this research project. I have read and understand the explanation provided to me. I
have had all my questions answered to my satisfaction and I voluntarily agree to participate in
this study. I have been given a copy of the consent form.

Signature of Participant: __________________________________________ Date: _____________
Printed Name: _____________________________________________________________________
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent: _____________________________ Date: _____________
Printed Name: ________________________________________________________________
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Appendix 5:
Stimuli with English and Spanish emotion words with valence (positive, negative, neutral).
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